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The Perception Deception [David Icke] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. David Icke, the
world s most controversial author, has spent the last quarter of a century unravelling the secrets of the Universe.

Therefore, we are programmed from birth to identify self with the body and its name, job, colour, race, etc. It
took me the better part of 9 months to read it but mostly because I read 3 other books simultaneously. The
illustrations are fantastic. The middle section has full color glossy pages of the amazing artwork of Neil Hague
, along with short paragraphs that describe what is being relayed to the viewer. Up front, noâ€¦my spell-check
works fine. First, his use of the term Archons. Another name for Jesus is Emmanu-EL. His presentation is
skillfully woven together in a manner that exposes the invisible hands hard at work animating the puppets who
implement schemes for total planetary control. He takes painstaking detail in exposing satanic pedophiles that
masquerade as world leaders, public figures and politicians. He holds no punches in implicating the Catholic
Church and the British Royal Family in these scandals. Occult symbolism and geomancy are explained in
great detail, especially in Washington D. He presents strong evidence that the moon was artificially made. I
have revealed in other books how Dr. Richard Day Rothschild Zionist , professor of pediatrics at Mount Sinai
Hospital in New York and head of the Rockefeller-controlled eugenics organization, Planned Parenthood, told
a closed meeting of pediatricians in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in We can cure almost every cancer right now.
The document was dated May and was apparently found in July in an IBM copier bought at a surplus sale. The
quiet wars it talks about are the unseen wars on the human mind and the silent weapons are mental and
emotional manipulations based on manufacturing situations to which the mind and emotions respond. The
public cannot comprehend this weapon, and therefore cannot believe that they are being attacked and subdued
by a weapon. Therefore, they do not know how to cry for help, and do not know how to associate with others
to defend themselves against it. We are now getting close to the major reason why the Internet was created
using military technology. I have also heard the question: Could it reach the point where it transforms into a
global technological mind that begins to dictate to humans rather than the other way around by transforming
into a form of technological consciousness? Confessions of a Romantic Reductionist:
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- David Icke, The Perception Deception If mind control is the act of warlocks hypnotizing their victims then this man has
the ability to break those spells like a powerful magician. Top-notch researcher, prognosticator, Peace and Love
preacher, dot connector, comedian* and public speaker David Icke slams home yet another volume of Mind.

Jul 15, Gatekeeper The rated it it was amazing Truths that reveal the necessity of escaping the Matrix are often
and usually disturbing. This book exemplifies that fact thoroughly. Obviously a great deal of dedication and
effort was put forth by the author in compiling its contents. Feb 19, Belinda rated it it was amazing Disturbing
but exactly what I would expect from David Icke. The information he provides in this book is backed up with
science, fact and a huge amount of undeniable resources. Apr 15, Liang rated it it was amazing Everything you
really need to know about the world, all in this book. But if even the smallest change can be made to your
point of view, the whole facade can be seen for the house of cards it is. In the Beginning was the Demiurge?
Everything that David Icke writes about in his book stems from this one idea. But what is the Demiurge? By
the time of the Crusades in the 13th century, the idea was considered a heresy, by the Roman Catholic Church,
which had to be stamped out. As a consequence, believers in this concept, like the Cathars in the South of
France, were massacred. But is the Demiurge Equivalent to the Devil? There is a school of Gnostic thought
that says that everything in this world is evil. In order for us to get on in this world, we have to learn to cope
with that evil. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof" Matthew 6: The original concepts of Good and Evil
personified come from Zoroastrianism, a Persian religion. But Americans would disagree. It all depends on
your point of view PoV. But we still have difficulty figuring out who the good and bad guys are when almost
everything we are taught is an inversion of the Truth. This became more powerful over many months and one
night in the presence was so tangible in a London hotel room that I said out loud: Gaz is a brilliant
singer-songwriter now, but he was only a little boy then. I was talking to someone outside the shop while Gaz
was inside looking at railway books and I eventually went in to say that it was time to go. But as I stood in the
doorway, my feet became stuck to the ground as if magnets were pulling them to the floor. I immediately
spotted a book in among the romantic novels, because it looked so different to all the rest. The book was
called Mind to Mind written by a lady called Betty Shine. David Icke Books Limited. David went to visit
Betty and she had a series of messages for him: They will be our words. He has been tested and has passed all
the tests. He also had to learn how to cope with disappointment, experience all the emotions, and how to get
up and get on with it. The spiritual way is tough and no one makes it easy. Go hand in hand with others, so
you can pick each other up as you fall. He is too spiritual. Politics is anti-spiritual and will make him very
unhappy. It will happen gradually over a year. Where you want to be, you will be. In his book he describes
what happened as an echo of the incident at the book shop, where his feet were stuck to the floor like magnets
and his arms stretched out in a 45 degree angle.
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Red Ice Creations Interview: Feb. Essential message from David Icke: We must chose to get back into our hearts and
move away from being mind-centere.

A Book Review Phantom Self, the latest book of researcher David Icke, takes conspiracy research to a new
depth with the idea of a primal virus that has hacked Life itself. Phantom Self is the latest book of famous
researcher and free-thinker David Icke. Part of the reason humanity is so stuck deep in the conspiracy is that it
is engaged in massive collective denial, which it prevents it from acting decisively to quash and transform the
evil or unconsciousness as I prefer to call it. A computer virus has hacked life itself. Phantom Self, however,
takes the fascinating story one step further and deeper by introducing the idea of a virus at the root of the
original distortion. This virus resembles a computer virus that has hacked life itself. Like any parasite, it needs
a host to survive and thrive; like the Archons, it has no creative power, will or intent of its own, so it must
hijack what already exists and transform it. When I say this, I am being far more literal than symbolic. Both
can be hacked, infiltrated and distorted by a virus or in the case of the simulation controlled by one. It can only
copy, infiltrate and take over like a virus in a computer. In a recent interview with Zen Gardner , David points
out that few people are asking the fundamental question: Humanity is blindly racing forward, addicted to
technology like smartphones, worshipping technology like a god and seemingly blind to the dark side of all
this calculation and convenience. What if AI itself is the source of all the problems? What if AI is a force that
is seeking to replicate itself by introducing endless digital, metallic and synthetic technology to Earth which
gradually overtakes the organic and biological technology that is inherent in plates, animals, humans and all
liking creatures? Our bio-systems already contain organic technology. Why are we allowing an artificial,
synthetic and inferior version of technology overtake what we already have and are? The Phantom Self is the
fake self that identifies with form, labels, social identities, money, matter and materialism. Transphantomism
One of the chapters of Phantom Self is called Transphantomism, a word coined by David. We are seeing the
modus-operandi for how the Demiurge-Archon self-aware virus takes over societies and realities. First they
hijack perception by making an energetic copy of the original and manipulate genetics receiver-transmission
processes of the target population to tune them into a fake reality. The same dark force behind all of this from
the beginning is now attempting to entrain the energy of this reality, including all the inhabitants of Earth and
the Earth itself, onto its frequency â€” a frequency of decay, destruction, death and fear. Destroy human health
as part of the cull and mutate a new slave species that can live in a highly irradiated environment as they are
doing with trees, plants, etc. Phantom Self is no exception. David does another great job of showing how the
same unconscious force of distortion is behind all of it with comprehensive dot-connecting on a massive scale.
At a certain point, however, after realizing the truth of the predicament we are in, what we need are solutions.
Thus comes the whole point of the name phantom self, a term used by David to describe the way humanity
identifies with form. Humanity identifies with external labels such as good, bad, black, brown, white, male,
female, lawyer, cleaner, wealthy, poor, American, Australian, Armenian, right, wrong, etc. We are infinite
spiritual beings on a short human journey. We are all one â€” we are literally all made from the same
consciousness which cannot be separated from itself. Only something deeply insane i. The way out of this
mess is what every great spiritual prophet and path has said all along: We have to shift our consciousness,
question everything, be willing to stand for our principles and live from the heart, or no external change we
make in our lives, societies or countries will amount to anything. Thank you David for your tireless work in
bringing more truth and freedom to the world.
Chapter 4 : The Perception Deception
The Perception Deception by David Icke David Icke, the world's most controversial author, has spent the last quarter of
a century unravelling the secrets of the Universe, reality and the forces that manipulate our world.
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The Perception Deception by David Icke David Icke, the World's most controversial author, has spent the last quarter of
a century unravelling the secrets of the Universe, reality and the forces that manipulate our World.

Chapter 6 : First Thoughts on The Perception Deception â€“ David G. Robertson
Perception Deception David Icke's books. I went to check my local waterstones branch in cheltenham yesterday, and
low and behold just one brand new copy on the shelf, I managed to hold back buying it as need to watch the pennies for
the next fortnight, will buy it the following weekend after easter as I get paid again then. it even dwarfs the lion sleeps
more in size. like the way he's titled.

Chapter 7 : The Perception Deception by Icke, David Vaughan Book The Fast Free Shipping | eBay
David Icke is a truly prolific author, lecturer, and researcher, covering some of the most advanced knowledge and
information on the planet. His books tend to recap his prior works and then add on some.

Chapter 8 : The Perception Deception: Or It's All Bollocks -- Yes, All of it - David Icke - Google Books
Renegade - A Brand New Film about the Life and Work of David Icke. Renegade - A Brand New Film about the Life and
Work of David Icke perception deception. David.
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James Provided you keep an open mind and follow up on some of the claims that David Icke makes. If so you will find
him very enlightening. I do not believe more Provided you keep an open mind and follow up on some of the claims that
David Icke makes.
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